
JUDEN

Part Three

Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are 
not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to 
know that I have loved thee. –Revelation 3:9

Only Jews are human. [Gentiles] are animals. (Baba Mezia 114a- 114b.)107  Jewish 
Talmud

The history of the Biblical Jews after the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD is a bit murky for 
some time.  Well over a million in Judea were slaughtered and another hundred thousand or 
more were captured and enslaved by the Romans.  The Sanhedrin who survived were banished 
to Jabneh, and a tax, the Fiscus Judaicus, was subsequently levied on all Jews remaining in the 
Roman provinces.  Thereafter, some Judahites regrouped and attempted a redo of the first war 
resulting in the Masada, which we are told is now the second most popular tourist site in Israeli 
land after the Jerusalem Zoo.   But further revolts happened over the course of the next 
century, with the highlight probably being the rebellion against Emperor Hadrian (for outlawing
circumcision) around 132 AD, in which “most of the Jewish population is annihilated (about 
580,000 killed) and Hadrian renames the province of Judea to Syria Palaestina...” Afterwards, 
we only hear from a few Rabbis here and there as they re-worked the Babylonian Talmud and 
codified Jewish legal and moral standards in the Mishnah—to their great shame, and our 
continual misfortune.  

Next in the timeline is Constantine, becoming the world’s first ‘Roman Catholic’ and 
subsequently outlawing Judaism altogether—scattering the remaining stragglers throughout 
the collapsing Empire in ignominy.  Then in 379 AD, in India, a Hindu king going by the name of 
Iru Brahman gave an edict engraved on a tablet of brass granting permission for Jews to live 
freely, build synagogues, and own property “without conditions attached and as long as the 
world and moon exist.”  I don’t know if they’re still there or not but that group is probably the 
reason for the more recent Indian Jews we saw last time in pictures. 

But Jews of one sort or another meandered about the Mediterranean area for the next 1,000 
years, causing uprisings here and there—often times leading to their massacres—being 
hounded out, hunted down by Muslims in Arabia, and slowly sifted into southern Europe where
they mostly ended up in Spain under Arab caliphates. After the Crusades, some of these found 
their way back to Palestine or were dispersed into smaller groups into Western Europe 
(particularly into London, whereupon king Henry III expelled them in 1240 “for their own good” 
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after being blamed for counterfeiting money, which agitated revenge from the local citizens).  
Afterwards, flaming anti-Semite Edward I famously expelled them from all of England, after the 
banning of usury in the 1275 Statute of Jewry.  Interesting that in order to ban usury he found it
necessary to exile ALL Jews… Meanwhile, as we saw earlier, a much larger group of “Khazar 
Jews” were working their way into what became southern Russia in what could be considered 
the genesis of a very long rivalry between themselves and the Slavic natives. 

Coming up upon the modern era, in 1492, in the midst of the Spanish Inquisition, the Spaniards 
issued the Alhambra Decree… Where after, according to Wikipedia, 

“Approximately 200,000 Jews are expelled from Spain… The expelled Jews relocate to the 
Netherlands, Turkey, Arab lands, and Judea; some eventually go to South and Central America. 
However, most emigrate to Poland. In later centuries, more than 50% of the Jewish world 
population lived in Poland. Many Jews remain in Spain after publicly converting to Christianity, 
becoming Crypto-Jews.”

Perhaps we’ll run into some more ‘crypto-Jews’ later.

A year after that, Jews were expelled from Sicily and another 137,000 were exiled.  And so it 
went…

Somewhere back in that narrative—most likely toward the end of the dissolution of the Roman 
Empire—the “Jews” of the Bible were transmogrified into the “Chosen People” of today.  That 
is to say, the Judahites of Israel ceased to be; a lineage back to Jacob becoming unknowable, 
and ever more unlikely as the centuries rolled on.  Possibly, even, today that line is extinct. But 
rather it occurred as it had in the time of the book of Esther, that “many of the people of the 
land became Jews; for the fear of the Jews fell upon them”. 

However the modern people group we know as “Jews” came to be, they have a history which is
well known—at least since the invention of the printing press—even if unknown by so many in 
the “church” today.  As mentioned earlier, wherever the Jewish nation has lurked in the earth 
they have caused distress amongst their neighbors and have steadfastly refused to be 
integrated in their societies. Partly in an attempt to understand this odd propensity, Christian 
scholars learned Hebrew and began to pry into the teachings of the Talmud. And as the Jewish 
“Code” gradually became known, it was routinely excoriated—particularly by the Romish Popes
through the late Middle Ages.  Gregory IX (circa 1230) condemned the Talmud as containing 
“every kind of vileness and blasphemy against Christian doctrine.”

The Jews themselves confess that their religion and their very culture derives from the Talmud. 
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“Thus the ultimate authority for Orthodoxy is the Babylonian Talmud. The Bible itself ranks 
second to it in reality, if not in theory.” 171 (Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, “Authority” pg. 637)

The Talmud makes it clear that Judaism regards Jesus as a “charlatan,” ”magician,” “seducer,” 
and “deceiver.” The Talmud also alleges that the biblical account of the crucifixion was a lie, 
maintaining that Jewish priests rather than the Romans actually crucified Jesus.  (And perhaps 
they did.)

By the time of the Reformation, it was nearly universally known what the Judaistic religion in 
fact taught (which is one reason why the Jews were contemptuously expelled from European 
lands).  Martin Luther infamously wrote a book, The Jews and Their Lies, (although no Lutherans
I’ve ever come across seem to be aware of it) in which he confesses:

“Maybe mild-hearted and gentle Christians will believe I am too rigorous and drastic against the
poor, afflicted Jews, believing that I ridicule them and treat them with such sarcasm. By my 
word, I am far too weak to be able to ridicule such a Satanic breed.”

What Luther had begun to understand, understandably compelled him to write what he wrote. 
Many centuries later the following Jew would inadvertently agree with Luther in his oxymoronic
book, ‘Antisemitism’, openly confessing their subversions:

“The Jew . . .is not content merely to destroy Christianity, but he preaches the gospel of Judaism;
he not only assails the Catholic or the Protestant faith, but he incites to unbelief, and then 
imposes on those whose faith he has undermined his own conception of the world, of morality 
and of life. He is engaged in his historic mission, annihilation of the religion of Christ.”  
(Bernard Lazare, Antisemitism, 1967)

Not surprisingly, Luther had much to say with regards to the next section as well.  

The World’s Money Lenders

The beginning of the story of how the Jews came to own all of the earth goes back to before 
Jesus’ time.  But for the sake of brevity, we’ll start there. And we’ll in no way get to the bottom 
of this plot… For the interested reader to get the bigger picture, he’ll have to delve into some of
the many well-researched books on the subject. 

The incident with Jesus overturning the tables of the money changers in Matthew 21 
illuminates their ancient modus operandi—inherited from Babylon.  Usury and other fraudulent
dealings with money was still the root sin of the ‘Judaizers’ of Jesus’ day, as testified by the fact 
that so much of Jesus’ scorn was directed towards this mal-character trait.  Indeed, they had 
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turned the Temple of God into a “den of thieves”.  Jesus also called them “hypocrites; serpents; 
vipers; blind; liars and murderers”.  Ominously, as we began to see above, the progeny of these 
usurious Jews found their way into Christian lands just as soon as the Roman Empire dissolved 
and gave way to them.  

Jews in fact were the predominant moneylenders of Europe long before the nation states were 
formed there—this being due to the fact of the canonical prohibition against taking interest by 
Christians.  (That revealing Jewish article is definitely recommended reading).  Here is the 
shortened chain of events:

By 1657, the International Banking Dynasty under which we are enslaved to this day was finally 
realized after a Jewish rabbi schemed with Oliver Cromwell to allow the return of his ethnic 
brethren from their nearly 400 year exile from England by king Edward 1.  In the long game of 
economic Chess being played upon us, this move constituted Check.  Check-mate came a bit 
later.  However, the door then being opened for the return of Jews to England likewise gave 
place for the camel’s nose under the tents of the English colonies in America.  Seeing this for 
what it was, many of the colonists responded forcefully—notably the colonial Dutch governor 
Peter Stuyvesant—who having learned of the first group of 23 Jews to sail to America (after 
being rudely denied entry into Cuba by the Spanish!) were making their way toward New 
Amsterdam (now “New York”).  He vehemently objected.  The letter he sent to the Dutch West 
India Company dated September 22, 1654, reads in part:

“The Jews who have arrived would nearly all like to remain here, but learning that they (with 
their customary usury and deceitful trading with the Christians) were very repugnant to the 
inferior magistrates, as also to the people having the most affection for you; the Deaconry also 
fearing that owing to their present indigence they might become a charge in the coming winter,
we have, for the benefit of this weak and newly developing place and the land in general, 
deemed it useful to require them in a friendly way to depart, praying also most seriously in this 
connection, for ourselves as also for the general community of your worships, that the deceitful 
race—such hateful enemies and blasphemers of the name of Christ—be not allowed to further 
infect and trouble this new colony to the detraction of your worships and the dissatisfaction of 
your worships' most affectionate subjects.”

Unfortunately for the Governor, the Dutch West India Company had already been infiltrated 
with a few “influential Jews” who made haste to kibosh his request—specifically ordering him 
in their reply to be “allowed to be infected by people of the Jewish nation” while saying the 
exact opposite...  Ending their letter with, “You will now govern yourself accordingly”.  Thusly 
arrived the “Jewish nation” in America. 
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Back in those blissful pre-‘Holocaust’ times before the wool had been fully pulled over the eyes 
of the Gentiles, punches were rarely pulled…  

Meanwhile, back in England, Cromwell’s indiscretion was leading to the maneuverings of 
placing William of Orange on the throne in a quid pro quo to establish the Bank of England 
(facilitated, again, by the Usual Suspects).  This bank charter in turn instigated the ensuing wars 
between England and France… exactly according to plan.  The long game of bankrupting them 
both, leading to the bloody revolutions in England and France, and ultimately in the American 
colonies was happening marvelously.  

I bring all this history to your attention in order to show the prevailing attitude of the day and 
the great pains and difficulty the Jews endured in order to make their unwanted presence once 
again known to the Europeans.

Exactly how all of this led to the rise of the Jewish Rothschild dynasty, the spawning of Paul 
Moritz Warburg, and his machinations in creating the egregious U.S. Federal Reserve system, I’ll
leave up to the discerning reader to discover on his own.  Suffice it to say, this traces all the 
way back to some tables being flipped in a Temple in Jerusalem somewhere around the year 32
AD. 

The Long Game

History as you likely know it is a complete lie. The victors write the textbooks, it’s true, and as 
Mayer Amschel of the House of Rothschild famously said, “Permit me to issue and control the 
money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!” Of course that’s a disingenuous 
statement as the lawyering elite do in fact write the economic laws of our nation; they invent 
the history and they control commerce, and thereby do they shape the culture and society at 
large.  There is in fact a generational Long Game that has been carefully planned out by 
malfeasant groups of Jews and they make no bones about it, only vaguely concealing their 
intentions when it’s necessary to do so.  For the most part they have no fear of being “exposed”
as they control the levers of power and banking now almost unanimously.  But we’ll take a brief
look at the case of “Marxism” as a central role in the final act of the end game, which began, I 
believe, right around the time of the American War of Secession—commonly and erroneously 
known as the ‘Civil War’.  This is probably not a mere coincidence.  

Marxism was the seed of global communism, which was a Jewish scheme from the beginning—
imagined, orchestrated, and financed by international groups of very wealthy Jews.  As a means
to an end, and to settle some old scores, the world was sold a fraudulent narrative in Karl Marx 
(who himself was probably part-dupe). He was wholly an invention that played his part well, 
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not unlike the CIA-created Barak Obama in our day.  And though it was an act, what occurred in
the world was very real, the consequences of which continue to blossom towards the Grand 
Finale of a Global Technocracy—now in our immediate future.

Long before Karl Marx discovered communism in 1848, his grandfather was a Rabbi, and his 
father was a Jewish lawyer who “converted to Christianity” because Jews were forbidden to 
practice law (if you can even wrap your mind around that).  He was also a disciple of one Moses
Hess, the “forerunner” of modern Zionism (according to the Jewish Encyclopedia of Zionism)…  
We’ll just leave that interesting detail for another article…  Marx, being a German, had a 
pathological hatred of ethnic Russians which arose from the long running feud between the 
Jews and the Czars—who, besides restricting them from certain occupations, had sequestered 
them in their territories to something called the “Pale of Settlement”—way back in 1772.   
Recall now that it was the Khazars of mixed non-Russian stock who, living (unassimilated) for 
centuries under their own Talmudic law within Russia, became known in the western world, as 
“Russian Jews".  Although the British (and most of Western Europe), as we saw earlier, had 
already eased up on their restrictions on the Jews, the Russians were still holding up the plans 
for Jewish world domination...  Becoming the vanguard of the ethnic war against the Czars was, 
in fact, the goal of Marxism at the time. 

The destruction of the Russian economy was a well-planned strategy by the revenge-bent 
Jewish financiers (who also funded Marx’s lifestyle and created his character role).  In response 
to the economic and other pressures put upon Russia, the Czar issued an edict on September 3, 
1882, which stated:

“For some time the government has given its attention to the Jews and to their relations to the 
rest of the inhabitants of the empire, with a view of ascertaining the sad condition of the 
Christian inhabitants brought about by the conduct of Jews in business matters.... With few 
exceptions, they have as a body devoted their attention, not to enriching or benefiting the 
country, but to defrauding by their wiles its inhabitants, and particularly its poor 
inhabitants… [I] thought it a matter of urgency and justice to adopt stringent measures in order
to put an end to the oppression practiced by the Jews on the inhabitants, and to free the 
country from their malpractices, which were, as is known, the cause of the agitations”. 

With that, as far as the “Marxists” were concerned, the Czars had just signed their own death 
warrant.  For the rest of that sordid story of the notorious murders of the last Czar and his 
family by a cabal of Jewish conspirators, see a hundred resources freely available—this book is 
also very good. 

We’ve gone through this history because it is important to see how it has been revised and 
redacted.  None of us were taught in school that the “Russian Revolution” was NOT Russian, but
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a foreign takeover of an empire… Moreover, the reasons this was hidden included the fact that 
Jewish Zionism is entirely intertwined in these events and the plans of the “fabricated and anti-
Semitic text” of the Protocols of the Wise Elders of Zion (whoever wrote them) were unfolding 
in history, in plain view, and needed to be concealed from the haters.

Nevertheless, word got out.  It’s part of their pathological compulsion of taking credit for well 
accomplished dastardly deeds... 

The American Hebrew magazine, September 10, 1920, proudly stated: "The Bolshevist 
revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, 
whose goal is to create a new order in the world."

How about them apples?

In fact, it was likely well understood at the time what, exactly, had gone down in Russia, as even
Winston Churchill had this to say in an article he published called, Zionism versus Bolshevism: A
Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People (also in 1920):

“In violent opposition to all this sphere of Jewish effort rise the schemes of the International 
Jews… this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution of
society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible quality, 
has been steadily growing…and now at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the 
underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have gripped the Russian people by the 
hair of their heads and have become practically the undisputed masters of that enormous 
empire.”  

I am confident you never heard those words uttered by Churchill in any history lesson.  

Few today are aware that of the six men that led the Bolshevik revolt in Russia: Lenin, Trotsky, 
Zinoviev, Kamenev, Sverdlev, and Lunacharsky—five were Jews… Trotsky's real name was Lev 
Bronstein (a New Yorker), Lenin’s was Hiam Goldmann.  Karl Marx, half a century earlier, co-
wrote the script; they were the lead actors.

When the Bolsheviks came to power, they systematically undertook to destroy every vestige of 
opposition by exterminating the upper classes of Russian society. What was known as the Red 
Terror was nothing less than the fury of Jewish hatred against Christian civilization.  It was a 
monstrous rampage free-for-all—an orgy of blood—which they modelled after the account in 
Esther, deriving great pleasure in knowing they would be absolved for it, as “God’s Chosen”.

By now, hopefully, we’ve begun to grasp the depth of the Lie, and the mendacity of those who 
have been speaking it.  Jewish Supremacists are the Enemy of our people and they do indeed 
intend to carry out their vows against Western Civilization.  Time will not permit us to follow 
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the breadcrumbs further for now, but we’ll end with this letter written to Karl Marx by his 
fellow Jew, Baruch Levy, as quoted in La Revue de Paris, (June 1, 1928, p. 574).  It’s prescience  
speaks for itself…

"The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will attain world dominion by the 
dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers, by the annihilation of monarchy which 
has always been the support of individualism, and by the establishment of a world republic in 
which the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world order the 
Children of Israel, who are scattered over the world, will furnish all the leaders without 
encountering opposition; and this will more particularly be the case if they succeed in getting 
the working masses under their control. The governments of the different peoples forming the 
world republic will, through the victory of the proletariat, fall without difficulty into the hand of 
the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property, and 
everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be 
fulfilled, in which it is said, that when the Messianic time has come, the Jews will have the 
property of the whole world in their hands.”

Klaus Schwab couldn’t have said it better himself.
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